TERM 2, WEEK 6 2020

Dear parents/carers,
Late Friday afternoon, I was able to announce that I have been
appointed Principal here for the next 5 years. I feel absolutely
honoured that I will be part of the school and communities improvement journey and look forward to continuing to work with all the
wonderful staff, students and families.
A warm welcome to Keston Palmer and Lynda Denti who will be
working in Rooms 5 and 11. They are both studying their certificate in
Educational Support and we are thrilled that they have been able
to join us for the duration of the year.
We also welcome Jaslyn Kilcullen as a pre-service teacher. Jaslyn is
in her third year, studying Bachelor of Education. Jaslyn will also be in
room 11 working closely with Amanda and Julie for the rest of this
term.
On Friday, 5th June, we have a pupil free day where all of the staff
will be working together with the partnerships Learning Improvement Senior Leader. Our focus will be in designing learning with clear
learning intentions and success criteria to enable even more
effective feedback to students to improve learning. This is one of the
recommendations from the external review.
Congratulation to all of our award winners last Friday. There were a
number of bronze and silver certificates given out plus volunteer
awards for those who are helping with breakfast club. As we are not
able to hold assemblies at the moment, we held on online assembly
using teams. For our first attempt it was a great success.
SCHOOL UNIFORM
The school is in the process of reviewing and updating different
policies and procedures. The one I would like to draw your attention
to is the School Dress Code Policy. With the change in weather we
have noticed an assortment of coloured jumpers in the yard. As of
Tuesday, 9th June, students not wearing school uniform coloured
jumpers will be asked to wear a top from our spare uniform
cupboard.
Have a lovely extra long weekend.

Term Dates
Pupil Free Day
5th June wk.6

Queens Birthday
8th June wk.7

School Photos
15th June wk.8

End of Term 2
3rd July wk.10

Early Dismissal
2pm wk.10

Start of Term 3
20th July wk.1

Regards,
Bec Jamieson

Mavros Road, Elizabeth Downs 5113 Phone: 8255 6380 Fax: 8287 1564
Email: dl.1038.admin@school.sa.edu.au

ROOM 6
This term, Room 6 moved into the new Disability Unit.
Room 6 were very excited to see their new classroom
and move in officially. We have enjoyed using the new
crash and bang area and have found our sense of calm
when going into the sensory room. Room 6 have been
doing some great learning in our new classroom, including learning about our bodies during health, and learning
about the letters of the alphabet in literacy. The return of
the swing has been a great sensory break and reward
that we have been using. Room 6 love their new learning
space and unit!

Science
This term we are looking at Earth and Space Sciences. Room 3 has been learning about the
weather and noticing the differences in clouds.
Room 5 is learning about changes both human
and man made. Room 12 is learning about the
sun, the moon and the earth. Room 11 is looking at
the earth beneath our feet. We have just started
looking at different rocks. Room 14 is learning
about earthquakes how they measure the size and
the names and the places of the different tectonic
plates.

Room 11 student drawing and observing a mystery rock.

ROOM 12

First we made the jelly.
Then we went through the steps as a whole class and wrote
them on the board.
Next the children wrote out the steps.
Last we got to eat the jelly. Yum!

Art Hand‘ prints for ‘ Sorry Day’
Black – represents the Aboriginal people of
Australia.
Yellow circle – represents the Sun, the giver of life
and protector.
Red – represents the red earth, the red ochre used
in ceremonies and Aboriginal peoples’ spiritual relation to the land.

ROOM 3
On June 1st, some students from Room 3 and Room 14 were given
a challenge. They were asked to build the tallest tower they could
using 10 straws and tape. They completed this individually at first.
We then had a discussion about the towers they had built and
about the things they found were happening and how they might
solve the issues. They then partnered up and were given 20 straws
and tape and asked to build the tallest tower. The results were
much fantastic.

STUDENT WELLBEING
Breakfast Club/Update
As you know the Breakfast Club started this term in Week 2 and is
open on Tuesday and Thursday mornings from 8.30am to 9.50am.
Every student and their family are welcome to come and join us
for a piece of toast, a bowl of Weet-Bix or maybe you might like
to just snack on a piece of fruit.
It has been so pleasing to see how our school community has
embrace this initiative and thank you for the support I have received. It has been overwhelming.
In the four weeks that the Breakfast Club has been running we
have served 190 breakfasts, which is just amazing.
Every classroom has also been receiving fresh fruit on Monday
and Wednesday when available and so far the students have
munched their way through 36 kilograms of apples and pears
which is keeping them healthy and helping them learn.
I would also like to thank the following students who have offered
their time to volunteer in the Breakfast Club. Ella Raines, Steven
Brooks, Eljaye Ramsell, Hayley Field, Axel Ward, Talicia Francis, Lucas Eggleton-Ford, Amity Strehler, Corey Stevens and Addison
Ford.
Well done! You’re effort is what makes the Breakfast Club run
smoothly. Keep up the good
work.

Regards

David Molloy
Student Wellbeing Leader

South Downs Primary School
Thank you Amanda Elliott for organising the
Biggest Morning Tea

Huge Thank you to all staff for the beautiful
shared food and the fabulous amount we
have raised!
$385.25

